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ABSTRACT
We study the dynamical structure of a bimodal galaxy cluster Abell 3653 at z = 0.1089 using
optical and X-ray data. Observations include archival data from the Anglo-Australian Tele-
scope, X-ray observatories XMM–Newton and Chandra. We draw a global picture for A3653
using galaxy density, X-ray luminosity and temperature maps. The galaxy distribution has a
regular morphological shape at the 3 Mpc size. The galaxy density map shows an elongation
in the east–west direction, which perfectly aligns with the extended diffuse X-ray emission.
We detect two dominant groups around the two brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs). BCG1
(z = 0.1099) can be associated with the main cluster A3653E, and a foreground subcluster
A3653W is concentrated at BCG2 (z = 0.1075). Both X-ray peaks are dislocated from the
BCGs by ∼35 kpc, which suggest an ongoing merger process. We measure the subcluster
gas temperatures of 4.67 and 3.66 keV, respectively. Two-body dynamical analysis shows that
A3653E and A3653W are very likely gravitationally bound (93.5 per cent probability). The
highly favoured scenario suggests that the two subclusters have a mass ratio of 1.4 and are
colliding close to the plane of sky (α = 17.61◦) at 2400 km s−1, and will undergo core pas-
sage in 380 Myr. The temperature map also significantly shows a shock-heated gas (6.16 keV)
between the subclusters, which confirms the supersonic infalling scenario.

Key words: galaxies: clusters: individual: Abell 3653 – galaxies: clusters: intracluster
medium – X-rays: galaxies: clusters.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Cosmological models predict that small structures form first then
progressively merge into larger structures. Clusters of galaxies are
the largest gravitational entities of the Universe and their formation
occurs at early epochs (z � 1). Observations of forming clusters at
high redshifts require long exposures and involve crucial technical
difficulties. Nearby systems can still provide critical information
about the structural formation; however, the evolutionary effects
should be considered cautiously.

The dynamical consequence of a cluster merger is the transfer of
energy (�1064 erg s−1) and angular momentum of the merging sub-
clusters to the system. The collisional nature of the hot plasma and
the non-collisional nature of the galaxies result in different reaction
time-scales during a merger (e.g. White & Fabian 1995; Roettiger,
Loken & Burns 1997). In such merging conditions, the extended
inter-cluster medium (ICM) is strongly affected, while individual
galaxies can pass through. The brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) is
defined as the brightest galaxy in a cluster. BCGs are generally el-
liptical and are expected to be at the bottom of the potential well of
the parent cluster (e.g. Quintana & Lawrie 1982; Adami et al. 1998;
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Adami & Ulmer 2000). The merger of BCG-hosting clusters creates
velocity offsets and dislocates the BCG from the dynamical centre.
Several observations have identified displaced BCGs from the clus-
ter centre (e.g. Smith et al. 2005; Shan et al. 2010) and a number
of BCGs with a significant velocity gradient from the cluster mean
(see e.g. Beers et al. 1991). A velocity comparison can determine
the system’s deviation from a relaxed configuration. Density maps,
which are produced with position and velocity information for clus-
ter member galaxies, also reveal the footprints of substructures (e.g.
Quintana et al. 1996; Barrena et al. 2009; Shakouri, Johnston-Hollitt
& Dehghan 2016).

With the recent improvements of high angular resolution cameras,
X-ray observations have played a key role in investigating merging
clusters. The fate of the merger energy and the complexity of the
collisional ICM have been considerably settled. Apparently, the
kinetic energy of the merging structures is converted into thermal
energy of the plasma, which has been observed in many clusters
(e.g. Markevitch & Vikhlinin 2007; Bourdin & Mazzotta 2008).

In this paper, we present structural analysis results for Abell 3653
(A3653). The cluster’s BCG has one of the most extreme radial
velocities (Pimbblet, Roseboom & Doyle 2006), which strongly
suggests recent or ongoing merger activity. The original optical
data were studied for signs of a substructure by Pimbblet et al.
(2006), but they did not report any significant grouping. A3653
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was also studied in the MCMX meta-catalogue based on the ROSAT
All Sky Survey (Piffaretti et al. 2011). MCMX provides a red-
shift of 0.1069, a standardized 0.1–2.4 keV band luminosity of
L500 = 1.57 × 1044 erg s−1, a total mass of M500 = 2.5 × 1014 M�
and a radius of R500 = 925.8 kpc. To understand the dynamical struc-
ture of A3653, we investigate its X-ray morphology and temperature
distribution with archival XMM–Newton and Chandra observations.
A raw X-ray image shows a clear bimodal structure with X-ray cen-
troids: A3653E (J2000, RA 19h53m01.s9, Dec. −52◦02′13′′) and
A3653W (J2000, RA 19h52m17.s3, Dec. −51◦59′50′′) (see Fig. 2).

In this study, we aim to describe the X-ray morphology and
temperature structure of Abell 3653. Moreover, we focus on ex-
plaining the physical mechanism of the dynamical merge activities.
We compare our X-ray results with the optical results studied by
Pimbblet et al. (2006). The optical study indicates that A3653 has
111 galaxies in the cluster field. A3653 is located at RA 19h53m00.s9
and Dec. −52◦01′51′′ and it has a redshift (z) of 0.1089 (Struble
& Rood 1999). In addition, A3653 is a rich centrally condensed
cluster (Gregorini et al. 1994).

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
data used in our analysis. In Section 3, the analysis of the X-ray and
optical observations is described and the temperature distribution is
studied in detail. In Section 4, we discuss the cluster dynamics and
possible subclusters. We summarize our results in Section 5. We
adopt cosmological parameters H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, �M = 0.27
and �� = 0.73 in a flat universe. For this cosmology, an angular
size of 1 arcmin corresponds to a physical scale of 119.22 kpc at
the redshift of A3653 (z = 0.1089). Unless otherwise stated, the
reported errors correspond to 90 per cent confidence intervals.

2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N

2.1 Optical spectroscopic data

We obtained galaxy spectroscopic redshifts using the Anglo-
Australian Telescope (AAT). In the literature, there are several stud-
ies of velocity measurements for a variety of samples. We selected

galaxies within a 3.0 Mpc radius of the A3653 centroid with a spec-
troscopic redshift falling in the interval 0.099 < zspec < 0.115, which
fairly captures the range of galaxies associated with A3653. Our se-
lection includes 87 members: 83 galaxies from the 2dF (Pimbblet
et al. 2006) and four galaxies from the 6dF Galaxy Survey final red
shift release (Jones et al. 2009). The member galaxies are listed in
the appendix.

A projected galaxy density map of the member galaxies is shown
in Fig. 1 (left-hand panel). Galaxies identified as cluster members
from spectroscopy are marked with dots. The two plus signs are
the locations of the BCGs. Two circles, superimposed as a visual
aid, show the extended X-ray count extraction regions used for the
spectral analysis. The galaxy density distribution shows an elon-
gated structure with an east–west axis with a little tilt.

Based on 87 redshifts we plot a redshift histogram of A3653
(see Fig. 1, right-hand panel). The vertical dotted line shows the
mean cluster red shift of z = 0.1089. The cluster’s BCG has one
of the most extreme radial velocities: σ cz = 683 ± 96 km s−1 away
from the mean cluster velocity (Pimbblet et al. 2006), which locates
it considerably further at z = 0.1099. Although a Gaussianity is
visible around the cluster mean z = 0.1089, deviations from a single
Gaussian can be attributed to the subclusters around two BCGs.
BCG1 at z = 0.1099 can be associated with the main cluster, and
there is a foreground western clump concentrated around the galaxy
2MASX J19521735-5159465 at z = 0.1075 (Jones et al. 2009).
This galaxy is catalogued with (rF, bJ) = (15.20, 16.11) magnitudes
in the NASA Extragalactic Database. Considering its location at
the X-ray centroid of A3653W and being two magnitudes brighter
than neighbouring members, 2MASX J19521735-5159465 is called
BCG2 hereafter. BCG2 was unexpectedly not included in the 2dF
Galaxy Survey study of Pimbblet et al. (2006). This is possibly
why the cD galaxy of A3653 and its peculiar velocity could not
be explained with any significant grouping. The redshifts of the
two BCGs are indicated in the histogram (Fig. 1, right-hand panel).
Since we are interested in the potential subgroups associated with
merger scenarios, we also identify the galaxies clustering around
BCG2 with Vr = 32 221 ± 350 km s−1 (0.10625 < z < 0.10875), as

Figure 1. Left: Galaxy density map of A3653 within a 1.5 Mpc radius field. The white crosses indicate the BCG positions. Right: redshift histogram for 84
member galaxies of A3653. The vertical dotted line gives the mean cluster value, and the two arrows indicate the redshifts of the BCGs. The red histogram
shows the member galaxies around BCG2 (0.10625 < z < 0.10875).
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Table 1. Log of X-ray observations.

Observation Satellite Date observed Effective exposure time
ID (ks)

10460 Chandra 2009 July 5 ACIS 43.6 (98.6 per cent)
0691820101 XMM–Newton 2013 March 18 MOS1 48.6 (75.2 per cent)

MOS2 48.8 (75.5 per cent)
PN 47.5 (78.3 per cent)

displayed in Fig. 1 (right, red). Their spatial properties are discussed
with the X-ray analysis results in later sections.

2.2 X-ray observations

We used XMM–Newton and Chandra archival data for our anal-
ysis (see Table 1). The XMM–Newton observation was made on
2013 March 19 for an exposure time of 64 ks with observation
ID 0691820101. The MOS and PN detectors were in full frame
mode and extended full frame, respectively, with the thin filter.
Observation data were obtained from the XMM–Newton Science
Archive. We performed the data processing and background mod-
elling with the XMM Extended Source Analysis Software (XMM-
ESAS) (Snowden et al. 2008) and XMM–Newton Scientific Analysis
System (XMMSAS) v14.0. The event files for MOSs and PN were
created using EMCHAIN and EPCHAIN, respectively. We filtered bad
pixels, bad columns and cosmic rays using EVSELECT. The total fil-
tered MOS1, MOS2 and PN exposure times are 48.6, 48.8 and
47.5 ks, respectively.

The Chandra observation of A3653 was carried out on 2009
July 5 (observation ID 10460) for a total exposure of 44.2 ks with
CCDs 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer
(ACIS), telemetered in the VFAINT mode. We obtained observation
data from the Chandra Data Archive. Most of the X-ray emissions
of A3653 are covered by the AICS-S3 chip. Therefore, this study
focuses on the S3 chip. The data were reprocessed from level 1
event files using CIAO 4.8 and CALDB 4.7.0. The total altered ACIS
exposure time is 43.6 ks.

3 A NA LY SIS

We generated broad-band images from XMM–Newton in the 0.3–
10 keV and Chandra in the 0.5–7 keV ranges, respectively. Fig. 2
shows adaptively smoothed images. The left-hand panel is the
XMM–Newton MOSs/PN mosaic image, which is without expo-
sure or background correction. The exposure-corrected Chandra
image of the extended diffuse emission for A3653 was created us-
ing FLUXIMAGE (Fig. 2, right panel). The XMM–Newton observation
covers almost the entire cluster emission, while the narrow field-of-
view (FOV) of Chandra ACIS-S3 collects photons only from the
main cluster. The tilted square in the XMM–Newton image shows
the ACIS-S3 FOV, and the two circles are the X-ray emission re-
gions selected for the global spectral analysis. The subclusters do
not have bright central cores or regular morphologies, as is typical
of non-cool core clusters.

The locations of the point sources in the FOV are detected using
EDETECT_CHAIN in the 0.2–12 keV energy band for XMM–Newton.
For Chandra data, we used CIAO’s WAVDETECT in the 0.5–8 keV energy
band. We excluded all point sources at 4σ confidence level by
masking the event files and thereby decreasing the contribution of
point sources to the extended ICM emission.

Fig. 3 shows the contours from the combined MOS images in
the 0.3–10 keV energy band, overlaid on the Digitized Sky Survey
(DSS) optical image for A3653. Since the PN image is disrupted
by chip gaps at the central regions (see Fig. 2), we rejected PN data
for imaging and the related analysis. The X-ray image was adap-
tively smoothed and corrected for the background, exposure time
and vignetting. Two regions used for the spectral extraction for
the subcluster extended emission are indicated with dashed circles.
The positions of the subcluster X-ray peaks (A3653E and A3653W)
are indicated by plus signs. BCG1 and BCG2 are indicated by ar-
rows to underline their evident relations with A3653E and A3653W,
respectively. However, the X-ray peaks do not exactly match the
BCGs and there is a clear shift of ∼35 kpc for both. This type of po-
sitional disturbance can be associated with an ongoing merger activ-
ity, which may dislocate the BCGs from the dynamical centre. The
cluster member galaxies from spectroscopy are marked with circles.

Figure 2. Left: Mosaic XMM–Newton MOSs/PN image in the 0.3–10 keV energy range. Right: Background and exposure-corrected Chandra ACIS-S3 image
in the 0.5–7 keV energy range. The spectrum extraction regions for the subclusters are denoted with the circles. The tilted square region on the XMM–Newton
image corresponds to the Chandra FOV. The images are adaptively smoothed to highlight the structures with extended plasma emission.
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Figure 3. Contours of the X-ray diffuse emission at 0.3–10 keV from MOS logarithmically spaced by a factor of 0.7 and overlaid on the DSS optical image.
The subclusters are indicated with dashed circles. The positions of the subcluster X-ray peaks are indicated by plus signs, and the associated BCGs are indicated
by arrows. The galaxies identified as cluster members are marked with white circles. The red boxes indicate the galaxies with Vr = 32 221 ± 350 km s−1

around BCG2.

The red boxes are the members of the sub-sample, which has red-
shifts clustering at the red shift of A3653W (z = 0.1075 ± 0.0012).
At this redshift range, there are 21 members but these are spatially
dispersed, which means it is not straightforward to determine an
optical subcluster.

3.1 Spectral analysis

We examined the spectra of each subcluster to determine the global
properties of the ICM. The spectrum of A3653E is extracted and
studied for XMM–Newton and Chandra, since it is clearly viewed
from both cameras. The western subcluster A3653W is analysed
only by XMM–Newton due to a lack of Chandra observations in
that region. XMM–Newton spectra and response files were gener-
ated using EVSELECT V3.62, RMFGEN V2.2.1 and ARFGEN V1.90.4.
An annular region 11–12 arcmin away from the cluster centroid is
used to extract the local background. To model the background, we
used the CALDB blank sky event files for Chandra. The spectral
files are generated using SPECEXTRACT. The spectra from the obser-
vations were fitted using the XSPEC software package, version 12.9.0
(Arnaud 1996). Temperature and abundance were allowed to be
free parameters. We adopt the solar abundance table from Anders
& Grevesse (1989). Varying the galactic absorption column density
did not significantly influence the primary parameters or improve
the spectral fits. Therefore, in all cases, the value is fixed at that for
the position on the sky of A3653 from the Leiden/Argentine/Bonn
(LAB) Survey (Kalberla et al. 2005), NH = 4.14 × 1020 cm−2.

For XMM–Newton data, energies outside the range 0.3–10 keV
were ignored. The EPIC-MOS and PN spectra were fitted simul-

taneously, after checking the consistency. The bright instrumen-
tal lines due to the quiescent particle background (QDP) – Al-K α

(1.49 keV) and Si-K α (1.74 keV) for MOS, and Al-K α and Cu-K α

(8.05, 8.91 keV) for PN – are carefully ignored from the spectral
data. The Chandra fitting was performed in the 0.5–7 keV energy
range. The blank sky event files were normalized in the 10–12 keV
band to the count rate of the observations to account for the QDP.
We used an absorbed single-temperature collisional equilibrium
plasma (APEC) model. For subcluster A3653E, the model gives
a temperature of kT = 4.67 ± 0.20 keV and an abundance of
Z = 0.14 ± 0.05 Z� for XMM–Newton. For the same region, the
best-fitting parameters for the Chandra data are highly consistent
within the error range; the temperature is kT = 4.67 ± 0.46 keV
and the abundance is Z = 0.20+0.14

−0.13 Z�. Since we lacked Chandra
observations, the spectral modelling is performed only for XMM–
Newton data for the western subcluster, A3653W. The best-fitting
parameters for the spectral modelling within 2.5 arcmin radius circle
are kT = 3.66+0.29

−0.28 keV for temperature Z = 0.27+0.09
−0.08 Z� for the

abundance. The results from the spectral fitting are summarized in
Table 2.

3.2 Temperature map

Temperature maps are very powerful tools, which provide useful
information about temperature discontinuities due to the ongo-
ing merger. To search for evidence, we generated a temperature
map for A3653 with the hardness ratio approximation. The im-
ages were carefully extracted in the soft and hard energy bands by
avoiding QDP instrumental lines, galactic absorption of soft bands
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Table 2. The best-fitting parameters for the spectral modelling of A3653
subclusters.

Region kT Abundance χ2/dof
(keV) (Z�)

A3653Ea 4.67 ± 0.20 0.15 ± 0.05 2162/1760 = 1.23
A3653Eb 4.67 ± 0.46 0.24+0.14

−0.13 289/251 = 1.15

A3653Wa 3.66+0.29
−0.28 0.27+0.09

−0.08 1241/1223 = 1.01

Notes. aXMM–Newton data; bChandra data.

(<0.7 keV) and point source emissions of hard bands (>8 keV).
Point sources were excluded from the event files used for the anal-
ysis, and the holes were filled using the surface brightness of the
surrounding pixels with the CIAO tool DMFILT. The total energy pho-
ton counts divided into equal two energy bands to define the soft
and the hard energy images. The hardness ratio maps are produced
by the images for energy bands 0.8–1.6 keV and 1.8–8 keV from
XMM–Newton MOSs, and 0.7–1.6 keV and 1.6–7 keV for Chan-
dra ACIS-S3 counts, respectively. The hard images are divided
by the corresponding soft images to obtain a hardness ratio map.
The pixel ratios of the map are converted to temperature values by
multiplying by theoretical conversion factors. The factors are deter-
mined using an absorbed single thermal collisional plasma model
(WABS × APEC), with a column density fixed to the Galactic value
of NH = 4.14 × 1020 cm−2, and a red shift of z = 0.1089. A similar
technique for producing a temperature map from a hardness ratio is
outlined in Ferrari et al. (2006).

Fig. 4 shows the temperature map obtained through the hardness
ratio technique for XMM–Newton (left) and Chandra (right). The
vertical colour-coding for the temperature maps has the same scale
for both, which ranges from black (∼4 keV) to yellow (∼6 keV). The
Chandra and XMM–Newton temperature structure and the variation
display similar properties within the common frame, which is shown
with a square in the left panel. Based on the temperature map, A3653
is characterized by two cold regions (∼3.5 to 4.5 keV) associated
with A3653E and A3653W, and a hot region (∼6 keV) in between.

The confidence of the temperature map is spectroscopically con-
firmed for five control regions (labelled A, B, C, D and E), as shown
in Fig. 4. The spectroscopic temperature values (Tspec) are estimated
from the XMM–Newton MOSs/PN simultaneous fit with NH fixed to

Table 3. Comparison of the temperature map (Tmap) values with spectro-
scopically derived temperatures (Tspec).

Region Tmap Tspec χ2/dof
(keV) (keV)

A 4.21 ± 0.49 4.30+0.34
−0.28 1166/1122 = 1.03

B 3.66 ± 0.63 3.78+0.36
−0.35 717/693 = 1.03

C 6.08 ± 0.99 6.16+1.40
−1.20 373/364 = 1.02

D 5.98 ± 0.97 6.06+1.20
−1.10 575/485 = 1.18

E 3.65 ± 0.57 3.38+0.49
−0.53 240/241 = 1.00

the galactic value, and provide a reduced χ2 � 1. Table 3 compares
these best-fitting temperature values (Tspec) with the values obtained
directly from the temperature maps (Tmap). The values are in good
agreement within the error range. Fig. 5 shows a plot of Tspec versus
Tmap and visually confirms the consistency. The ratios vary neatly
around 1 (inclined line), for which Tspec and Tmap are equal.

The temperature map study and related spectral analysis results
verify that A3653E (4.67 keV) and A3653W (3.66 keV) have rel-
atively cool cores. There is a significantly hot (6.16 keV) distinct
region between the subclusters. If we assume that the subclusters
are gravitationally bound and moving towards each other, the hot
region seems like it has been shock-heated by a possible merger
event.

4 MA SS A NA LY SIS

The mass of isothermal clusters is estimated to scale with the
X-ray emission-weighted temperature by M ∝ T 3/2

x , as predicted
by simulations (e.g. Eke, Cole & Frenk 1996) and observations
(e.g. Markevitch 1998). A similar assumption gives us a mass ratio
of 1.4:1.

The masses were also quantitatively estimated using the M ver-
sus T relation derived without groups by Finoguenov, Reiprich &
Böhringer (2001):

M500 = (
3.57+0.41

−0.35

) × 1013 × kT
1.58+0.06

−0.07
ew . (1)

A3653E has a best-fitting global temperature of 4.67 ± 0.20 keV
and an abundance of 0.15 ± 0.05 Z�. The scaling relation

Figure 4. Temperature map obtained with the hardness ratio approximation method for XMM–Newton (left) and Chandra (right) (see Section 3.2 for details).
The colour-coding ranges are from black (∼4 keV) to yellow (>6 keV). X-ray contours (as in Fig. 3) are superimposed as a visual aid. The tilted square shows
the Chandra FOV. The regions used for the spectroscopic analysis are in ellipses.
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Figure 5. Plot of Tspec versus Tmap for five peculiar regions. The ratios vary
around 1 (inclined line), which confirms the consistency and the agreement
of the values.

Table 4. Properties of the A3653 system.

Parameter A3653E A3653W

z 0.1099 ± 0.0002a 0.1075 ± 0.0002b

Vr (km s−1) 32 947 ± 66a 32 221 ± 45b

M (M�) 4.06 × 1014 2.77 × 1014

a Pimbblet et al. (2006); bJones et al. (2009).

estimates a total mass of 4.06 × 1014 M� for the A3653E sub-
cluster. The best-fitting temperature of A3653W is 3.66+0.29

−0.28 keV,
with an abundance of 0.27+0.09

−0.08 Z�. The scaling relation predicts a
total mass of 2.77 × 1014 M� for A3653W. These numeric mass
estimations also give a mass fraction of ∼1.4, consistently. Table 4
lists the redshifts the relative velocity of the BCGs and the total
masses of the A3653 subclusters.

5 A DY NA M I C A L M O D E L FO R A 3 6 5 3 E
A N D A 3 6 5 3 W

We apply the Newtonian gravitational binding criterion that a two-
body system is bound if the potential energy of the system is equal to
or greater than the kinetic energy. The two-body dynamical model
was described in detail by Beers, Geller & Huchra (1982) and
Gregory & Thomson (1984). The model has also been successfully
applied to several bimodal systems in the literature, e.g. A1367
(Cortese et al. 2004), A168 (Hwang & Lee 2009), A2319 (Yan
et al. 2014), A3716 (Andrade-Santos et al. 2015), A3407 and A3408
(Nascimento et al. 2016), and A1750 (Hwang & Lee 2009; Bulbul
et al. 2016). This model allows us to evaluate the dynamical state
of A3653E and A3653W and to estimate the probability that (i) the
system is infalling, (ii) the system is gravitationally bound but still
expanding, or (iii) the subclusters are unbound but are projectionally
close together in the sky by chance.

The limits of the bound solutions for a system can be de-
termined using the Newtonian criterion for gravitational binding

(Beers et al. 1982):

V 2
r Rp ≤ 2GM sin2 α cos α. (2)

The radial velocity difference, Vr, and the projected separation,
Rp, are related to the real velocity and separation of the system
parameters by

Vr = V sin α, Rp = R cos α. (3)

The angle α is the projection angle between the plane of the sky
and the line connecting the subsystems (i.e. α = 0 if the subclusters
are at the same distance). V and R are the true (3D) velocity and po-
sitional separation between the two subclusters. For gravitationally
bound systems, the parametric solutions to the equation of motion
(Beers et al. 1982) are

t =
(

R3
m

8GM

)1/2

(χ − sin χ ), (4)

R = Rm

2
(1 − cos χ ) (5)

and

V =
(

2GM

Rm

)1/2
sin χ

(1 − cos χ )
, (6)

where R is the separation at time t, Rm is the separation at the
maximum expansion, M is the combined mass of the system and χ

is the developmental angle.
Similarly, the parametric solutions for the unbound case are also

described by Beers et al. (1982). For gravitationally unbound sys-
tems, the parametric equations are

t = GM

V 3∞
(sinh χ − χ ), (7)

R = GM

V 2∞
(cosh χ − 1) (8)

and

V = V∞
sinh χ

(cosh χ − 1)
, (9)

where V∞ is the asymptotic expansion velocity. Using the parame-
ters previously found for the A3653 subclusters – a radial velocity
difference of Vr = 726 ± 80 km s−1, a projected distance (Rp) on
the plane of the sky between the X-ray centres of the subclusters
of 0.89 Mpc, a total mass of M = 6.83 × 1014 (see Table 4), and
setting t = 12.1 Gyr (3.8 × 1017 s), which is the age of the universe
at the A3653 red shift – we can constrain the equations.

Subsequently, the radial velocity difference (Vr) as a function
of the projection angle (α) between the subclusters can be solved
by equation (6) of Gregory & Thomson (1984) for the bound and
unbound states:

tan α = tVr

Rp

(cos χ − 1)2

sin χ (χ − sin χ )
(10)

and

tan α = tVr

Rp

(cosh χ − 1)2

sinh χ (sinh χ − χ )
, (11)

respectively.
The solution for the A3653 system is shown in Fig. 6. The pro-

jected angle (α) as a function of the radial velocity difference (Vr) is
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Figure 6. Projection angle (α) as a function of the relative radial veloc-
ity difference (Vr) of the subclusters A3653E and A3653W. BI, BO and
UO stand for bound-incoming, bound-outgoing and unbound-outgoing so-
lutions. The red and blue lines correspond to bound and unbound solutions,
respectively. The black curve separates the bound and unbound regions ac-
cording to the Newtonian criterion. The vertical lines represent the relative
radial velocity, Vr = 726 ± 80 km s−1, between the two clusters in the rest
frame of A3653. The black circles are the three acceptable solutions.

plotted for bound (red line) and unbound (blue line) solutions. The
black curve separates the bound and unbound regions according to
the Newtonian criterion.

Since the relative radial velocity of our system is observed
to be Vr = 726 ± 80 km s−1, we obtain two bound solutions
and one unbound solution. All three solutions (black circles in
Fig. 6) are defined by the intersections of curved lines with
the solid vertical line corresponding to the relative velocity dif-
ference (Vr = 726 ± 80 km s−1) between the two clusters in the rest
frame of A3653. The uncertainties in the measured velocity lead to
a range of solutions from αinf to αsup for the projection angles. We
compute the relative probabilities for the solutions with the formula
(Girardi et al. 2005):

pi =
∫ αsup,i

αinf,i

cos α dα, (12)

where each solution is represented by index i. The probabilities are
normalized by Pi = pi/(

∑
ipi).

Solving the parametric equations, we get two gravitationally
bound incoming solutions and one unbound outgoing solution.
For the bound solutions, the subclusters are either approaching
each other at 732 km s−1 (6.5 per cent probability) or at 2400 km s−1

(93.5 per cent probability). The first solution suggests that the sub-
cluster cores will cross each other after a long time (9.7 Gyr)
given a separation of 7.24 Mpc with a mean colliding velocity
of 732 km s−1. This bound scenario apparently does not predict
a strong interaction between A3653E and A3653W, thus the solu-
tion has a low probability (6.5 per cent). The latter and more likely
scenario corresponds to a collision in about 380 Myr, considering
their separation of 0.93 Mpc with a supersonic colliding velocity
of 2400 km s−1. The temperature map (Fig. 5) also confirms there
is a hot region and the spectral fit gives kT = 6.16+1.40

−1.20 keV, pro-
viding evidence of shock-heated gas between the subclusters. The
large-angle (α = 89.49◦) unbound solution (0.05 per cent probabil-
ity) corresponds to a separation of 71.3 Mpc. The parameters of
these solutions are presented in Tables 5 and 6. Given its negligibly

Table 5. Best-fitting parameters for the bound incoming solutions of the
dynamical model. The columns list the best-fitting values for χ and α for the
bound solutions, and the corresponding values for R, Rm, V and the related
probabilities P.

χ α R Rm V P
(rad) (degrees) (Mpc) (Mpc) (km s−1) (per cent)

5.05 82.94 7.24 21.50 731.5 6.5
5.86 17.61 0.93 20.88 2399.7 93.5

Table 6. Best-fitting parameters for the unbound outgoing solutions of the
dynamical model. The columns list the best-fitting values for χ and α for the
bound solutions, and the corresponding values for R, V, V∞ and the related
probabilities P.

χ α R V V∞ P
(rad) (degrees) (Mpc) (km s−1) (km s−1) (per cent)

3.16 89.49 71.30 726.03 666.88 0.02

low probability, the unbound solution can be disregarded, while the
bound solution close to the plane of the sky (α = 17.61◦) is highly
favoured (93.5 per cent probability).

The dynamical model analysis result for A3653 is fairly conclu-
sive in stating that the subclusters are very likely gravitationally
bound, and the cores will cross each other in 380 Myr. Normally,
approaching systems produce a strong ram pressure and the X-ray
plasma is displaced (Vijayaraghavan & Ricker 2013). In our case,
the X-ray peaks are found to be in the opposite direction. This sug-
gests that this is not the first encounter of the subclusters; therefore,
there was a previous core passage. The probabilities for the bound
solutions should be treated cautiously, since the dynamical two-
body model assumes a clear radial infall (e.g. a head-on merger)
and does not include the angular momentum information of the
subclusters, which is very unlikely to be zero. If the merger of the
subclusters occurs with angular momentum, as in off-axis merg-
ers, the consequences will be more complicated, as shown in the
simulations (Takizawa 2000; Vijayaraghavan & Ricker 2013).

6 SU M M A RY

We present the analysis results of a merging binary cluster
A3653 using AAT Optical Galaxy Survey data, XMM–Newton
and Chandra X-ray observations. Spectroscopic redshift analysis,
X-ray brightness and temperature maps and two-body dynamical
model analysis clearly indicate that A3653 is not a single structure
but composed of two subclusters. A possible interpretation of our
findings is illustrated in Fig. 7. Our main results are:

(i) Based on the optical spectroscopic redshifts of 87 member
galaxies in AAT Galaxy Survey data, A3653 has a mean clus-
ter red shift of z = 0.1089. We detect two dominant groups of
member galaxies. BCG1 at z = 0.1099 can be associated with the
main cluster and BCG2 is a little foreground western subgroup
concentrated at z = 0.1075 (Fig. 1).

(ii) The X-ray brightness map also clearly indicates the binary
structure of A3653 with two distinct clumps (see Fig. 2). The
X-ray peaks match with the BCGs with a small disturbance
(∼35 kpc), which is probably caused by the ram pressure of
ongoing dynamical activity (see Fig. 3). The displacement of the
peaks is aligned with the elongation of the subcluster locations,
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Figure 7. Tentative illustration of subclusters A3653E and A3653W grav-
itationally falling into each other (blue arrows). The merger is happening
very close to the plane of the sky (horizontal lines). The cluster boundaries
(dotted circles) have started to collide and a shocked region has developed
(in red). The line of sight is depicted with a big arrow at the bottom.

which suggest that the peak shifts are associated with the merger
activity. However, the position of the peaks implies that there was a
previous core passage between the subclusters.

(iii) The average temperatures of A3653E and A3653W are 4.67
and 3.66 keV, respectively. Based on the temperature map, we detect
a possible shock-heated gas with a significantly elevated tempera-
ture of kT = 6.16 keV between the two subclusters (see Fig. 4). The
hot gas results from shock-heating by the merging subclusters.

(iv) Mass calculations for isothermal clusters result in
MA3653E = 4.06 × 1014 M� and MA3653W = 2.77 × 1014 M�.
A3653 is composed of two merging subclusters with ∼1.4 mass
fraction.

(v) The two-body dynamical model suggests three solutions: two
collapsing and one unbound expanding (see Fig. 6). Based on the
analysis, the unbound solution has a negligibly low (0.02 per cent)
probability. The subclusters are gravitationally bound and infalling.
The merger is happening close to the plane of the sky (α = 17.61◦),
and the cores will cross each other in 380 Myr.
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APPENDIX

Table A1 lists the member galaxies of A3653.

Table A1. Member galaxies of Abell 3653. The galaxies numbered 19, 22, 28 and 71 are from the 6dF survey.

Number Object name RA Dec. Velocity Red shift Magnitude
(J2000) (J2000) (km s−1) filter

1 GALEXASC J195249.91-520139.6 298.20825 −52.02811 31928 0.1065 17.5R
2 ABELL 3653:PRD 351 298.25292 −52.02064 32587 0.1087 17.7R
3 2MASX J19525707-5202462 298.23787 −52.04611 32887 0.1097 16.2R
4 2MASX J19530336-5202132 298.26404 −52.03700 32947 0.1099 11.2R
5 ABELL 3653:PRD 133 298.27417 −52.02500 32198 0.1074 18.4R
6 ABELL 3653:PRD 347 298.22688 −52.05733 32737 0.1092 17.4R
7 ABELL 3653:PRD 285 298.27729 −52.03906 32947 0.1099 18.1R
8 ABELL 3653:PRD 010 298.18763 −51.99322 31298 0.1044 17.2R
9 ABELL 3653:PRD 349 298.23954 −51.97142 31628 0.1055 17.9R
10 ABELL 3653:PRD 018 298.13488 −52.00225 32108 0.1071 18.1R
11 GALEXASC J195313.18-520313.3 298.30600 −52.05344 32617 0.1088 18.2R
12 ABELL 3653:PRD 050 298.16692 −52.07353 32977 0.1100 18.2R
13 ABELL 3653:PRD 101 298.12083 −52.02139 32258 0.1076 17.7R
14 ABELL 3653:PRD 035 298.10217 −52.04547 30549 0.1019 18.7R
15 GALEXASC J195239.36-520549.8 298.16367 −52.09700 31868 0.1063 17.7R
16 GALEXASC J195306.88-515647.9 298.27804 −51.94678 31478 0.1050 17.1R
17 ABELL 3653:PRD 338 298.12354 −52.08539 31868 0.1063 17.7R
18 ABELL 3653:PRD 245 298.08171 −52.02192 31598 0.1054 17.6R
19 2MASX J19521735-5159465 298.07238 −51.99622 32221 0.1075 16.1b
20 2MASX J19531237-5206322 298.30163 −52.10883 31178 0.1040 16.9R
21 ABELL 3653:PRD 230 298.06113 −52.00808 32198 0.1074 17.8R
22 2MASX J19521995-5205095 298.08312 −52.08589 31604 0.1054 15.9R
23 GALEXASC J195211.95-520042.3 298.04983 −52.01147 29769 0.0993 17.6R
24 ABELL 3653:PRD 029 298.04363 −52.00411 32348 0.1079 17.9R
25 ABELL 3653:PRD 006 298.31296 −51.92744 31298 0.1044 18.7R
26 ABELL 3653:PRD 358 298.38788 −51.97586 32468 0.1083 17.8R
27 GALEXASC J195308.09-515501.9 298.28367 −51.91731 32827 0.1095 18.0R
28 2MASX J19531839-5155491 298.32646 −51.93039 30836 0.1029 16.1R
29 GALEXASC J195209.58-520339.2 298.03967 −52.06108 31658 0.1056 17.3R
30 ABELL 3653:PRD 340 298.14100 −51.91719 32468 0.1083 18.1R
31 ABELL 3653:PRD 057 298.35767 −52.11078 30999 0.1034 17.9R
32 2MASX J19531914-5155201 298.3300 −51.92233 31298 0.1044 16.4R
33 ABELL 3653:PRD 334 298.04671 −51.96708 31178 0.1040 17.9R
34 GALEXASC J195336.19-515744.5 298.39996 −51.96253 30279 0.1010 17.9R
35 ABELL 3653:PRD 198 298.25192 −52.15142 31568 0.1053 18.8R
36 ABELL 3653:PRD 362 298.41796 −52.06881 33727 0.1125 17.8R
37 ABELL 3653:PRD 172 298.01963 −51.98944 31658 0.1056 18.0R
38 ABELL 3653:PRD 049 298.24442 −52.15547 31868 0.1063 18.3R
39 GALEXASC J195326.15-520801.2 298.35921 −52.13342 34386 0.1147 19.1R
40 2MASX J19531989-5154211 298.33308 −51.90594 32917 0.1098 17.0R
41 2MASX J19515849-5203084 297.99375 −52.05239 32767 0.1093 16.2R
42 ABELL 3653:PRD 332 297.99037 −52.00719 31418 0.1048 18.3R
43 ABELL 3653:PRD 007 298.37521 −51.91339 32917 0.1098 18.3R
44 ABELL 3653:PRD 282 298.44896 −52.07464 32737 0.1092 18.0R
45 ABELL 3653:PRD 130 298.39583 −52.13614 31718 0.1058 17.1R
46 ABELL 3653:PRD 364 298.42821 −52.11667 32138 0.1072 17.2R
47 GALEXASC J195304.51-515211.0 298.26929 −51.86925 31928 0.1065 17.4R
48 ABELL 3653:PRD 331 297.97608 −51.96444 32498 0.1084 17.7R
49 2MASX J19530945-5211122 298.28933 −52.18678 33187 0.1107 16.7R
50 ABELL 3653:PRD 090 298.01667 −51.91583 32587 0.1087 17.4R
51 GALEXASC J195254.41-515127.2 298.22683 −51.85711 30699 0.1024 18.5R
52 GALEXASC J195155.56-520639.7 297.98146 −52.11133 32647 0.1089 18.0R
53 ABELL 3653:PRD 279 298.49304 −52.06967 32677 0.1090 18.2R
54 2MASX J19535592-5205196 298.48292 −52.08881 31328 0.1045 16.4R
55 ABELL 3653:PRD 328 297.94571 −51.97167 32348 0.1079 18.4R
56 GALEXASC J195226.88-515104.1 298.11175 −51.85139 30729 0.1025 17.3R
57 ABELL 3653:PRD 093 297.96383 −51.92294 33397 0.1114 18.1R
58 GALEXASC J195139.34-520231.9 297.91392 −52.04194 32887 0.1097 17.2R
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Table A1 – continued

Number Object name RA Dec. Velocity Red shift Magnitude
(J2000) (J2000) (km s−1) filter

59 ABELL 3653:PRD 066 298.52496 −52.07533 33067 0.1103 17.7R
60 ABELL 3653:PRD 026 297.93000 −51.94375 32917 0.1098 17.6R
61 GALEXASC J195341.68-515207.5 298.42367 −51.86858 33157 0.1106 18.2R
62 ABELL 3653:PRD 121 298.17492 −52.22450 32468 0.1083 18.8R
63 GALEXASC J195412.11-520133.6 298.55071 −52.02583 33157 0.1106 17.6R
64 2MASX J19513315-5202553 297.88796 −52.04878 32198 0.1074 16.9R
65 ABELL 3653:PRD 003 298.53050 −51.93383 30999 0.1034 18.2R
66 2MASX J19532263-5213301 298.34417 −52.22506 32587 0.1087 16.5R
67 GALEXASC J195301.00-514835.7 298.25417 −51.80981 33697 0.1124 17.6R
68 ABELL 3653:PRD 124 298.38650 −52.21856 32318 0.1078 18.5R
69 ABELL 3653:PRD 186 298.36450 −52.22814 32348 0.1079 18.2R
70 ABELL 3653:PRD 325 297.91596 −52.14275 32018 0.1068 18.4R
71 2MASX J19541986-5158230 298.58279 −51.97308 33162 0.1106 15.9R
72 2MASX J19542245-5200250 298.59346 −52.00694 30219 0.1008 16.6R
73 ABELL 3653:PRD 140 298.59604 −52.03164 33847 0.1129 18.1R
74 GALEXASC J195355.47-521137.6 298.48092 −52.19364 33847 0.1129 16.9R
75 ABELL 3653:PRD 031 297.84621 −52.04850 32258 0.1076 17.9R
76 ABELL 3653:PRD 120 298.11296 −52.25203 32108 0.1071 17.9R
77 GALEXASC J195253.38-514642.8 298.22225 −51.77856 31478 0.1050 19.4R
78 ABELL 3653:PRD 080 298.41883 −51.80536 32887 0.1097 17.4R
79 GALEXASC J195117.03-520619.7 297.81967 −52.10514 32378 0.1080 18.7R
80 2MASX J19532972-5216226 298.37396 −52.27300 32767 0.1093 17.0R
81 ABELL 3653:PRD 141 298.65158 −51.99289 31478 0.1050 18.2R
82 ABELL 3653:PRD 181 297.96808 −52.24167 31748 0.1059 18.6R
83 ABELL 3653:PRD 135 298.66808 −52.05789 32498 0.1084 18.0R
84 2MASX J19515019-5148042 297.95904 −51.80125 30609 0.1021 17.4R
85 2MASX J19543069-5209140 298.62792 −52.15383 31838 0.1062 16.5R
86 ABELL 3653:PRD 051 298.34125 −52.29897 32647 0.1089 17.8R
87 ABELL 3653:PRD 187 298.51992 −52.26153 31748 0.1059 18.9R
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